A Suite Shabbat
TOURMALINE STRING QUARTET
Cantor Deborah Katchko-Gray
1. Shalom Aleichem  
   Stephen Richards  
2. Candelighting  
   Jason Bauch  
3. L’cha Dodi  
   Charles Davidson  
4. Ahavat Olam  
   Jason Bauch  
5. Mi Chamocha  
   Meir Finkelstein  
6. Silent Meditation/Y’hyu  
   Michael Isaacson (Duet with Rabbi Jon Haddon)  
7. Acheinu Kol Beys Yisroel*  
   Adolph Katchko  
8. Yiddish Folk Song Suite  
   (Rojinkes Mit Mandlen / Gey Ich Mir Shapatzirin /  
   Oifn Pripichuk / Chiri Bim) arr. Annie Rose  
9. Yerushalayim Shel Zahav  
   Naomi Shemer arr. E. Kalendar  
10. Adon Olam  
    Adolph Katchko  

Tourmaline String Quartet  
   Rachel Handman, violin  
   Maria Conti, violin,  
   Suzanne Corey, viola  
   Melissa Westgate, cello  

Piano: Audrey Maurer and Marcia Klebanow  
Oboe: Randy Wasserman  

Written by my grandfather in 1944 in memory of his five siblings left behind in Europe. All but one perished at the hands of the Nazis. “All Israel who dwell in distress, our brothers suffering in bondage… May the Lord have mercy and compassion on them, and lead them forth from their sorrow to joy, change their darkness to radiant light… Oh hasten Lord, Thy wondrous work. Amen.”

This service was recorded live and mixed originally by Noah Hirt-Manheimer in 2005 at a Temple Shearith Israel Music Shabbat service featuring the Tourmaline String Quartet. Thanks to Rabbi Jon Haddan for his support.

Additional mixing and mastering by Wayne Warnecke of Peaceful Waters Studio.

Many thanks to the composers for permission to record their beautiful music. Thanks to Rabbi David Reiner for his excellent title suggestion and partnership.

This CD is in memory of my beloved parents who encouraged and loved Jewish music - Cantor Theodore and Rita Katchko of blessed memory.

For more information: www.cantordebbie.com
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